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Same campus, new you
A look at how to use Eastern to get the most out of 
your New Year’s Resolution.
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What began as a simple grant application 
has turned into a sprawling, nearly four-
month-long exhibit on music in America. 
“America’s Music: A Film History of Our 
Popular Music from Blues to Bluegrass to 
Broadway,” will kick off its opening celebra-
tion at 7 p.m. Friday in the Theatre of the 
Doudna Fine Arts Center. 
During each section of the exhibit, which 
continues on until April 6, different genres 
of music will be represented with an accom-
panying film. 
The opening celebration for the exhibit 
will consist of excerpts of films and perfor-
mances by both Eastern and local musicians.
Allen Lanham, dean of library services, 
said the music would be representative of 
humanistic issues. 
“America uses popular music to talk about 
human life,” he said.
Lanham said the music reflected the issues 
surrounding society during that particular 
genre’s emergence. 
“If you take someone like Elvis, there was 
a huge social upheaval when he started mov-
ing his hips around on television,” he said. 
“People didn’t want it in their homes, politi-
cians didn’t want it, and of course the more 
you tell kids not to watch, the more they are 
going to want to.”
The opening celebration will feature an 
Elvis Presley tribute band called Scott Wat-
tles and the Blue Suede Crew.  
Along with the tribute band, there will be 
performances by the EIU Jazz Ensemble, the 
Unity Gospel Choir, soprano artist Chris-
tine Robertson, the EIU Percussion Ensem-
ble, bluegrass band Flat Mountain and the 
Doudna Theater Ensemble, arranged by Paul 
Johnston.
Johnston, an associate professor in the 
music department, applied for the grant 
along with Lanham in order to make this ex-
hibit possible.
Lanham also said America’s music comes 
from immigration and migration and that 
the ways music traveled help tell its history.  
“How did the fiddler in the Appalachian 
mountains get his music to travel to Texas?” 
he said. “One town at a time.”
He also said topics such as speakeasies 
would be touched upon and how music af-
fected those establishments during the time 
of Prohibition.
Lanham said students who attend the 
opening celebration will learn a lot more 
about the cultured history of each genre. 
An electronic display board with a picture of a smiling student was re-cently installed behind Old Main 
and marks the first of six new ways to inform 
the Eastern community.
Dan Nadler, the vice president for student 
affairs, said the Connexions Media Group 
is providing Eastern with the materials and 
maintenance for the displays and would re-
imburse facilities planning and management 
workers for the installation. 
He said the process of getting the displays 
on campus began five years ago with student 
suggestions.
“At the time, the cost was such that we 
couldn’t afford that kind of capital invest-
ment,” he said. “We were able to work with 
a company which furnished the digital dis-
plays.”
He said the company would afford the 
costs through national sponsorships dis-
played on the boards.
One board was installed during win-
ter break, and there will be a total of six in-
stalled, Nadler said.
He said the times when the other boards 
would be installed would depend on factors 
such as labor required to run electricity un-
der the ground and the weather.
“We’ve just been starting to experiment 
with the system and do some initial testing 
so we’re still sort of in the pilot phase,” he 
said.
Nadler said the boards would be used to 
promote campus events.
“For the years that I’ve been here, there’s 
been an overwhelming sense that students 
don’t know what’s happening on campus,” 
he said.
Campus events such as Homecoming, 
Family Weekend, concerts and registered 
student organizations’ activities will be dis-
played on the back of the boards.
CAMPUS | NEW DISPLAY
University installs digital board
By Stephanie Markham
Administration Editor
Five more boards to 
be placed on campus
Exhibit 
kicks off 
with free 
concert
MUSIC | ENTERTAINMENT
By Bob Galuski
Entertainment Editor
DIGITAL EASTERN, page 5 
EXHIBIT, page 5 
The investigation of the vandalism that oc-
curred in Nov. 2011 to chemistry equipment in 
the Physical Science Building is still ongoing, ac-
cording to the University Police Department.
Detective Kent Martin said they are still work-
ing on the leads to come to a conclusion. 
“We are still working with the items that we 
took as evidence that were sent to the (Illinois State 
Police Crime Lab), and we are still attempting to 
locate some people for some interviews,” he said. 
Martin has been investigating the case since the 
vandalism occurred in late 2011.
He said the UPD is the lead agency responsible 
for investigation, but they have received assistance 
from other local and state agencies.
Martin said the investigation would continue 
until the vandal or vandals responsible are found.
Meanwhile, faculty and students in the chem-
istry department have been working with new 
equipment replaced by Eastern’s insurance com-
pany.
Jonathan Blitz, a chemistry professor, said dam-
age to the third floor of the Physical Science Build-
ing mostly affected student research within teach-
ing labs.
Blitz also said much of the equipment was re-
placed quickly.
“We are now back up to, in terms of equip-
ment, where we were,” he said.  “Some people did 
lose some things research-wise that nobody can 
replace, but in terms of equipment we are back 
to where we were and actually better because we 
bought new equipment.”
He said some more advanced and costly equip-
ment had not been replaced until recently. 
“One of the things in the University Strategic 
Plan is to enhance campus and community life, 
and a component of that is really exploring and 
implementing ways in which to better inform the 
university environment of upcoming events, activ-
ities and programs,” he said.
Vandalism investigation still ongoing
VANDALISM, page 5 
By Stephanie Markham
Administration Editor
PHYSICAL SCIENCE BUILDING |  CRIME
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High: 62°
Low: 50°
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TODAY SATURDAY
Local weather
For more weather visit castle.eiu.edu/weather.
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CHARLESTON |  ARTIST
Murals add history to Square
Over the years, the Charleston Square has 
been painted with nine murals, two of which are 
the works a professional muralist.
The Murals Around the Square project start-
ed in 1997 with a plan to beautify Charleston 
through displaying history.
Diane Ratliff, tourism and special events su-
pervisor at Charleston Department of Parks and 
Recreation, said the mural project was created 
by the Charleston Tourism Advisory Board to 
liven up downtown Charleston.
One of the artists, Glen C. Davies of Urbana, 
said he was contacted to be a part of the proj-
ect after working with the Tarble Arts Center at 
Eastern.
He said he has been painting for more than 
40 years.
“I’ve been painting murals since the 1970s 
and am currently painting a mural at University 
of Illinois,” he said.
Davies said between painting murals, he has 
painted everything from rides and attractions at 
a traveling circus to restaurants, homes and busi-
nesses.
 “One of my ideas was to reference the early 
businesses downtown,” he said.
Davies said he started painting both murals, 
“Storefronts of Historic Charleston” and “Lin-
coln Saying Good-Bye to His Mother,” in 1998 
along with the other artists.
It took Davies two years to paint the store-
front mural, one half for each year, he said.
At 63 feet wide and 15 feet tall, the “Store-
fronts of Historic Charleston” is the second big-
gest mural completed.
His other mural, “Lincoln Saying Good-Bye 
to His Mother” is the smallest at 10 feet tall and 
4 feet wide.
Davies said the process of figuring out what 
to paint consisted of brainstorm meetings and 
idea approvals.
The tourism board had ideas to paint busi-
nesses and historical events from Charleston, he 
said.
The mural took him about two months to 
complete despite its size.
Davies had to research the Moore House in 
Lerna, Ill. and turn in sketches to the planning 
committee.
Davies said to paint “Lincoln Saying Good-
Bye to His Mother,” he had to take photos in-
side the Moore House.
He said “Lincoln Saying Good-Bye to His 
Mother” was more historically accurate because 
the mural fools the eye with trompe l’oeil, a 
technique used to make a painting look more 
realistic.
Davies said he also used this technique with 
the storefront mural.
He said his murals took more time because he 
drove back and forth from his home in Urbana 
to Charleston.
“I left at 9:30 a.m. and left at 4 p.m. to pick 
up my wife from work,” Davies said.
The long-term goal is to have 12 to 15 murals 
around the Square.
Amanda Wilkinson can
 be reached 581-2812 
or akwilkinson@eiu.edu.
By Amanda Wilkinson 
City Editor
SUBMITTED PHOTO
Glen C. Davies, of Urbana, painted two mu-
rals in the Charleston Square. The city plans 
to incorporate 12 to 15 murals.
YOU WILL NOW ADVERTISE IN THE DEN
The Apportionment Board has two open 
seats for the spring semester and is seeking to fill 
them with fresh faces.
The Apportionment Board is a group of three 
faculty members and eight student-voting mem-
bers, plus a chairperson and vice chairperson. 
Jenna Mitchell, the Apportionment Board 
chairwoman and a senior political sciences ma-
jor, said she is looking for students from all dif-
ferent majors and academic colleges so when 
they vote on budgets, more student interests are 
represented on campus. 
The Apportionment Board views, discusses 
and votes on budgets for four areas on campus 
funded by the Student Activity Board: the stu-
dent government, the University Board, the Ap-
portionment Board and the Student Recreation 
Center. 
Members of the board have to be unbiased to 
the four boards that are overseen, Mitchell said. 
Mitchell said she wants students who are well 
connected on campus and are able to talk to 
many people.
“I want to make sure people talk to a lot of 
students when we’re discussing the budgets and 
making a vote of what the entire student body 
wants, even though there are only eight students 
voting,” Mitchell said. 
The Apportionment Board meets at 7 p.m. 
Thursdays in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Mitchell said the meetings usually last about 
an hour and a half, depending on what they are 
reviewing.
“We look at the budgets that the boards come 
up with themselves,” Mitchell said. 
After the presentations from the board, the 
AB will look at the budgets in-depth to see if the 
budgets are feasible and do not use money un-
necessarily, she said.
Apportionment Board seeks fresh faces
CAMPUS |  ARTIST
By Samantha McDaniel 
Student Governance Editor
For the in-depth version of this 
article go to:
dailyeasternnews.com
Samantha McDaniel can 
be reached at 581-2812 
or slmcdaniel@eiu.edu.
By Bob Galuski 
Entertainment Editor
In front of a crowded lecture hall, 
a cultural anthropologist from Kan-
sas State University spoke on the 
double-sided nature of social media 
and technology in the classroom.
Michael Wesch discussed the im-
portance of questions and the effect 
they have on human connections as 
a part of his lecture Thursday at the 
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
He argued that in order to learn, 
students must first be able to ques-
tion. 
“If you look through history, un-
doubtedly it was questions that 
brought us down from the trees, and 
it was questions that took us to the 
moon,” Wesch said.
He also said when students ask 
questions, they are taking a risk and 
should be allowed to embrace their 
vulnerabilities.
“When you’re living with ques-
tions, you are inviting wonder into 
your lives,” Wesch said. 
Wonder, Wesch pointed out, can 
be as simple as experiencing snow 
falling in a place that has not been 
touched with snow in years. 
During his lecture, Wesch also 
told a story about a man 20 years 
earlier, before the invention of the 
Internet, who envisioned a system 
for gaining information easily af-
ter visiting preschoolers and having 
the question of how giraffes sleep 
brought up.
The man consulted his books and 
became interested in how he found 
the answer.
Wesch said the man believed this 
system would be a “knowledge ma-
chine.”
This knowledge machine, Wesch 
said, could be a great invention for 
classrooms, or be used as a distrac-
tion device.
Technology, however, is being 
used more and more as a distraction 
than a tool for learning, he said.
“This knowledge machine runs on 
wonder, and that’s where our focus 
needs to be,” he said throughout the 
lecture.
When the sense of wonder de-
creases in students, so do human 
connections, he said.
Wesch pointed to news articles 
that discussed the decline of empa-
thy in college students.
He said when students use tech-
nology in order to isolate themselves 
from others, they lose their identity. 
“Identity isn’t inside of you, but 
instead it is projected back by the 
people around you,” he said. 
However, Wesch said technology 
can be used to broaden the learning 
experience. 
Wesch brought up examples of 
real websites and fake websites, and 
said students can learn to see the dif-
ference simply by trying the technol-
ogy and seeing the differences in the 
websites.
Wonder can also lead into new 
discoveries and life changing inqui-
ries, he said. 
Even videos regular citizens have 
created to point out the wrongs of 
big corporations, such as Unilever®, 
the owner of Dove® and Axe®, have 
made a huge impact in the world, he 
said. 
After the video, which showed the 
destruction of Indonesia’s rainforests 
in order for Unilever to have palm 
oil for its products, Unilever signed 
an agreement to use only sustainable 
materials for their products. 
Technology can be used hand-in-
hand with wonder to achieve great 
things, he said. 
Nicole Stremplewski, a senior ed-
ucation major, said she was inspired 
by Wesch’s lecture. 
“Since I’m in education, I know 
not to just teach information to my 
students but to make them wonder 
with questions,” she said.
Wesch said students seem to be 
learning only to acquire information, 
and not to grow as humans. 
He cited classrooms where stu-
dents were only learning in order to 
take a test and not to be able to ap-
ply it to themselves and grow. 
Wonder comes from a desire to 
learn, Wesch added.
“Learning is hard,” he said. “Ulti-
mately you need to have an intellec-
tual throw down with yourself and 
challenge yourself, and that takes 
courage.”
Bob Galuski can be reached 
at 581-2812 or rggaluski@eiu.edu.
COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR 
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events 
or general suggestions for future 
editions please contact our Editor-
in-Chief, Rachel Rodgers, via:
Phone | 581-2812, 
Email | DENeic@gmail.com
Office visit | 1811 Buzzard Hall.
TODAY
Mi-Kyoung Lee: Lecture & 
Opening
Time | 3 to 4:30 p.m.
Location | Tarble Arts Center
More info | 581-2787
SATURDAY
Anything Glows, Up All Night
Time | 7 to 11 p.m.
Location | MLK Jr. University Union
More info | 581-7675
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ONLINE|BLOGS
Blog:  New Year’s 
resolutions aren’t just 
for quitting bad hab-
its. Read staff report-
er  Ashley Holstrom’s 
blog post about turning tiny, week-
ly goals into permanent changes at 
crookedprose.wordpress.com.
Vlog: When does 
a review go too far? 
Online Editor Sara 
Hall discusses a re-
cent New York Post 
article, in which writ-
er Linda Stasi shifts her review’s focus 
of “Girls” to bash creator Lena Dun-
ham’s body, on her latest episode of 
Vitch Vlog at goldlessblog.com.
CAMPUS |  V ISITING SPEAKER
Cultural anthropologist inspires students
DOMINIC BAIMA | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Terri Fredrick, an associate English professor, listens to Michael Wesch during his presentation titled “The End of 
Wonder in the Age of Whatever” in the Lecture Hall of the Doudna Fine Arts Center Thursday. Fredrick said the 
presentation was “really wonderful” and that Wesch was “posing important questions.”
NEW YEAR’S|RESOLUTIONS
Eastern faculty members exercise for health, fun
One of the most popular New Year’s 
resolutions people make is to begin 
working out more often, and students 
may run into some faculty – both cur-
rent and retired – who frequent the 
gym. 
Stacey Ruholl,  a kinesiology and 
sports studies professor, said she is in 
Student Recreation Center at least 
three times a week, and she tries to 
work out at home as well. 
Ruholl said when she is at the Rec 
Center, she usually stretches and runs 
but has also taken up resistance train-
ing again. 
She said one of her biggest motiva-
tions for working out is to stay healthy. 
“I teach the importance of work-
ing out every day,” Ruholl said. “I also 
have a desire to keep healthy and to 
prevent myself from developing heart 
disease and diabetes, which runs in my 
family.”
Ruholl said she began going to the 
gym more consistently 12 years earlier 
when she started working at Eastern. 
John Smith, of the philanthropy de-
partment, said he goes to the gym ev-
ery morning.
Smith said the consistency of his 
workout routine has been “on and off 
for about 15 years,” but recently, it has 
become a daily activity. 
“I’m here every day by 7:30,” Smith 
said. 
When it comes to work out prefer-
ences, Smith said he enjoys a cardio ex-
ercise. 
“Usually, I stick with the treadmill,” 
he said. 
Smith said he likes to work out by 
himself. 
“I can focus on the running, watch 
TV or listen to music,” he said.
Rigoberto Chinchilla, an associate 
professor in the School of Technology, 
also said he prefers to work out alone 
so he can focus. 
However, when he works out with 
friends, he said he likes to be on the el-
liptical machines so he can have a con-
versation. 
Chinchilla also said his routine at 
the gym is a daily occurrence. 
“I’ve been going to the gym for 
eight years,” he said. “I love working 
out. I’m a gym rat.”
Chris Ryan, a kinesiology and 
sports studies instructor, said he likes 
to go to the gym between three and 
four times a week. 
While some professors enjoy work-
ing out by themselves, Ryan said he 
does not mind working out with fel-
low faculty members. 
His motivation, he said, comes 
from an aspiration to stay healthy. 
“Even days when I have no energy, 
that can be a great motivator – just to 
get it done,” he said. 
Ryan said he likes to do cardio ex-
ercises, endurance and flexibility work-
outs during his sessions, if at all pos-
sible. 
He also said he has been coming to 
the gym regularly for seven years. 
Eastern’s recreation center is also 
a preferred workout place for retired 
faculty members, like Matthew Mo-
nippallil. 
He said he tries to get to the gym 
about three to four times a week and 
has a set workout routine. 
“I walk for about 15 minutes, and 
then, if I do the machines, it’s for 30 
minutes,” he said. 
Eastern also has an Adult Fitness 
program that allows for more faculty 
members to be able to work out. 
Ruholl, who said the program 
is a mixture of Eastern faculty and 
Charleston residents, runs the pro-
gram.
“Adult Fitness members utilize the 
Student Rec Center, the indoor track 
and Lantz pool,” she said. “They do a 
variety of aerobic exercises, flexibility 
programs and resistance training.” 
Ruholl also said she sees an increase 
in activity at the recreation center after 
the first of the year. 
“There always seems to be a surge at 
the beginning of the New Year, but it 
generally calms down after a couple of 
weeks, and then the faithful exercisers 
remain,” she said.
Bob Galuski can be reached 
at 581-2812 or rggaluski@eiu.edu.
By Bob Galuski 
Entertainment Editor
DOMINIC BAIMA | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
John Smith, of the philanthropy department, runs on a treadmill in the 
Student Recreation Center Wednesday.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor can be submitted at any time 
on any topic to the Opinions Editor to be published 
in The Daily Eastern News. 
The DEN’s policy is to run all letters that are not 
libelous or potentially harmful. They must be less 
than 250 words. 
Letters to the editor can be brought in with 
identification to The DEN or to the  DENopinions@
gmail.com.
CONTINUE THE DEBATE 
ONLINE 
• Extended letters
• Forums for all content
 www.dailyeasternnews.com
DRAWN FROM THE EASEL
STAFF EDITORIAL
Time to get real, University Board
So apparently the University Board is getting closer to picking an artist to perform at this year’s spring concert. 
Unfortunately, its list of prospective artists is a 
little mind-boggling. Some top-notch artists are 
on the list, and there’s just no way someone like 
Frank Ocean is going to come perform at lit-
tle ol’ EIU. 
Didn’t know Eastern even had a spring concert? That’s because there hasn’t 
been one for a while. Last year’s concert was canceled because of poor alloca-
tion of money at the beginning of the school year, according to a March 2012 
article in The Daily Eastern News.  
And it looks like history is going to repeat itself — at least the no-con-
cert part.  
In December, a random selection of students received an e-mail to fill out a 
survey about the spring concert: things like what genre of music they’d like to 
see, how likely they are to go to the concert, and how much money they would 
spend on it. 
The major problem with this survey, and apparently the thoughts of the UB, 
is the selection of artists.  
The pared-down list of choices, according to Thursday’s edition of The News, 
are 2 Chainz, Alex Clare, Florida Georgia Line, Frank Ocean, Gavin DeGraw, 
Girl Talk, Hunter Hayes, Kendrick Lamar, Knife Party, Mac Miller, Matt & 
Kim, Neon Trees, O.A.R., Owl City, Phillip Phillips and Steve Aoki. 
They may as well have asked students who they’d rather see: The Beatles or 
Jimi Hendrix. 
However, upon simple Google research, 
you can find that most of these artists are 
on tour during March and April, when 
the spring concert would happen. Assum-
ing those artists are completely booked, 
that leaves 2 Chainz, Frank Ocean, Gavin 
DeGraw, Girl Talk, Kendrick Lamar, Knife Party, O.A.R. and Phil-
lip Phillips. And even some of those are too big to come to a central 
Illinois college campus. 
The artist who would probably appeal to most of campus is mash-
up group Girl Talk. But just because they’re great and fun and danceable 
doesn’t mean students are going to be willing to drop big cash to hang out 
in Lantz Arena on a Saturday night. 
In past years, the spring concert was planned and announced in Febru-
ary, which gives the UB just one month to work out the kinks. 
The last spring concert, in 2011, was the duo of Far East Movement and 
Mike Posner. And it was on Easter weekend, when most students flee from 
campus for chocolate bunnies. 
With the cancellation last year, the UB can really only go up from here. 
As long as a concert happens, there’s improvement. 
So do Eastern a solid, UB, and make this spring concert happen.  
Dear Eastern,
2013 is turning out to be one of the scariest 
years of my life thus far. Only a few days in and 
I am a complete basket case — I say this with the 
utmost disgust with myself — I am a complete 
wreck.
Like the other thousands of students — add 
transfer students, subtract dropouts and those that 
left for greener pastures to more expensive univer-
sities — I am set to graduate in Spring 2013.
Hold the applause. Do not release the confetti. 
Keep the cake in the fridge.
To be honest, I was kind of hoping for the Ma-
yan Apocalypse.
Everything seems to be a milestone leading into 
a not so clear, dare I say blurry, future. If this year 
has taught me anything, it’s that people in our gen-
eration need to have drive, conviction and maybe a 
strong Twitter or YouTube following. 
The realization that these last few years at East-
ern have been a cakewalk compared to the real 
world is rough.
Being an adult has always been like a punchline, 
but being at the precipice finding out what is actu-
ally means is terrifying.
So here’s my list of things students, preferably 
freshmen, sophomores and juniors, should do be-
fore they graduate:
 Get to know Charleston: it’s a certified city 
and can be fun if you let it be.
 Create and update your resume.
 Go to a University Board event: you are pay-
ing for the events regardless.
 Visit Career Services: the average student 
changes their major at least once.
 Read a book for leisure: just do it!
 Befriend a professor: they aren’t only author-
ity figures, but they make great friends and future 
references.
 Get an internship: they provide experience 
and allow you to know what your strengths and 
weaknesses are in real-life situations.
 Start looking for your ideal job: knowing this 
will allow you to know what you are willing to 
compromise on and your hard limits.  
Take this list with you and add things that you 
think will enhance your time here at Eastern. 
Try everything — within reason:
  • Don’t get arrested.
  • Try to maintain a decent GPA.
  • Don’t drink every night.
  • Don’t sleep around.
Not sure if you are aware, but the job market is 
not great. Your future employer probably isn’t go-
ing to help you if your keg stand number is high-
er than your GPA. Shocking, I know, but big deci-
sions have to be made and quickly.
It’s rough out there, Eastern, so try and do ev-
erything you can to make it easier on yourself.
Sincerely, 
A scared senior
Nike Ogunbodede is a senior journalism major. 
She can be reached at 581-2812 
or denopinions@gmail.com
Open letter to Eastern from a scared senior
Nike Ogunbodede
DOMINIC RENZETTI |  THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
“LET’S GIVE THEM
SOMETHING TO TALK 
ABOUT”
What do you think about the 
digital display boards 
on campus?
To submit your opinion on today’s top-
ic, bring it in with identification to the DEN 
at 1811 Buzzard Hall or submit it electron-
ically from the author’s EIU email address to 
DENopinions@gmail.com by 4 p.m. today or 
reply to us on social meida.
The DAILY
EASTERN NEWS
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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Sara Hall
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Dominic Renzetti
Action happens after tragedy
The tragedy of violent death in Connect-
icut is something needing immediate action. 
The good news is that some action is already 
happening. 
Local school districts are meeting with 
local law enforcement to lay plans designed 
to protect our schools from monsters bent 
on evil intent. 
Whenever evil has power, stopping it 
requires the use of power in the timely 
moment. Tactics must be designed to pre-
vent and frustrate evil intent. Every situa-
tion is local, calling for a local answer. 
Parts of Chicago and New York City 
experience  this kind of gun violence, giving 
those cities record high murder rates. 
We have not heard much about this gun 
violence, yet these cities are famous for 
opposing individual gun rights. 
Deputizing, training, and arming people 
at the local level should be considered. 
Talk of action comes profusely from 
Washington, the place where they cannot 
even agree on restoring sanity to money 
matters. Local action for local situations.
 
Leonidas H. Miller, Mattoon
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of 
The Daily Eastern News.
NO. 79, Volume 97
OUR POSITION
 • Situation: The University Board sent out an 
email survey of possible spring concert artists.
 • Stance: The artists listed on the UB survey 
aren’t reasonable for a college of Eastern’s size.
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Daily Eastern News will soon feature
Online Ads
Catch the attention of your customers 
and beat out your competition with 
our new online ad section!
Place your classifieds online and attract more attention!
Go to www.dailyeasternnews.com
A local fitness gym is currently 
building a new facility to expand its 
business and include new features such 
as a dance class.
The Sun Elite Athletic Club has re-
located five miles from its original 
building to a facility that will now of-
fer a dance class, something the owner 
has anticipated.
Zachery Lawson, owner of the Sun 
Elite Athletic Club, said members have 
been anticipating the class for a while 
now.
“Dance is something that my cus-
tomers have been looking for ever 
since I opened here in Charleston five 
years ago,” Lawson said. “With the ex-
pansion, it will be easier to add a new 
dance studio.”
Along with the addition of dance, 
the SEAC also offers gymnastic train-
ing, cheerleading and tumbling class. 
Lawson said he will be looking for 
dance instructors to fill positions for 
the dance class.
The workout building is for mem-
bers only and is solely funded off the 
participant’s donations, Lawson said. 
The SEAC, which is open six days 
a week, offers an open gym time when 
anyone can come in and use the space. 
Lawson said he has let many East-
ern students use the facilities including 
the Eastern Cheer Team. 
Along with being the gym owner, 
Lawson is a general contractor work-
ing on the building’s construction and 
renovation.
“I’ve been in construction for about 
12 years,” he said. “My dad and grand-
father have done construction all their 
lives, so it was an easy job to get into 
after high school.” 
Lawson said his background as a 
general contractor helped shape him 
to become a natural coach, and he is 
proud of the accomplishments he has 
made with SEAC. 
The new dance class will also enable 
SEAC to host more competitions in 
upcoming years.
Since the SEAC’s opening, Lawson 
said his club has traveled for compe-
titions nationwide and internationally 
including France, Russia and England. 
The club’s most recent competition 
was in September when they traveled 
to Portugal.
The new building at 1101 Loxa Rd. 
is roughly two months from finishing 
construction, Lawson said.
He said the new location has just 
finished construction in some major 
areas, and include the parking lot and 
the exterior frame of the building.
Lawson said the interior construc-
tion is still ongoing and includes the 
electrical walls and plumbing.
The gym is temporarily housed at 
890 W. State St., where regular work-
out hours are being administered. 
Sharita Harris can
 be reached at 581-2812 
or saharris2@eiu.edu.
» DIGITAL EASTERN, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Gym to rebuild, offer dance class
By Sharita Harris
Staff Reporter
CHARLESTON | RENOVATIONS
Students can bring information about 
university-wide events to campus sched-
uling in order to fill out a form for the 
event to be displayed, Nadler said.
“We have an intern working for us 
with university communications who 
would create standardized templates, 
take the basic information, update the 
system and put it on the display,” he 
said.
He said the student image on the 
front of the billboard might also change 
to promote different events.
“We had them specifically designed so 
we had the flexibility to change that im-
age when we need to,” he said. “So, the 
opportunities are really unlimited.”
Nadler also said the boards would 
be an improvement to the emails sent 
weekly to inform students of upcoming 
events.
“We know that as technology is 
changing, email may not be necessarily 
as cutting edge as it was some years ago, 
and a lot of places are going to these elec-
tronic digital displays,” he said.
Stephanie Markham can be reached 
at 581-2812 or samarkham@eiu.edu.
» VANDALISM, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
» EXHIBIT, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
“A bunch of analytical balances 
were smashed, but those are items 
which you can go to Fisher Chem-
ical, the supply house for chemists, 
and you need half a dozen of these 
and they come in a week,” he said.
He said some more expensive 
items, like the nuclear magnetic res-
onance equipment, needed months to 
make bids and purchase a new item.
“That’s not an off-the-shelf item by 
any means,” Blitz said.
Zhiqing Yan, an assistant chemistry 
professor, said he estimates 90 percent 
of the damaged equipment has been 
replaced, and all of the equipment in 
his lab has been replaced.
“Some research was slowed down 
or literally stopped for some time, but 
I am glad to have everything back on 
track,” he said.
Yan said time had to be spent be-
coming familiar with the replaced 
equipment.
“Since the equipment is new, ev-
eryone has to be trained before we can 
teach students how to use them,” he 
said.
Yan also said he thinks more about 
safety when he comes to work on 
weekends and during holiday breaks.
“I still come here, but I have in my 
mind that I have to be more careful,” 
he said.
Kenny Ballom, a sophomore chem-
istry major, said he had just decid-
ed to major in chemistry around the 
time of the vandalism.
“At the time, I was in Chemistry 1, 
and a teacher saw that I had an inter-
est in chemistry and took me under 
her wing as a researcher,” he said.
Ballom said he noticed friends do-
ing undergraduate research being 
slowed down in their experiments be-
cause of the disturbance of data col-
lected in a freezer.
Daniel Sheeran, the chairman of 
the chemistry department, said the 
department had to stop lab work for 
the remaining two weeks of the se-
mester after the vandalism occurred.
“We would meet for lab, but we 
would only meet for administrative 
purposes, like giving quizzes or re-
turning assignments,” he said.
Sheeran said the department chose 
not to replace certain out-of-date 
items and purchased some newer 
equipment.
“There’s a little bit of a silver lin-
ing in that we got to make decisions 
about what was replaced,” he said.
Sheeran also said the crime lead to 
increased security measures within the 
building.
“The long-term effects were a 
movement toward security with 
the installation of electronic locks 
and surveillance cameras,” he said. 
“There’s definitely a heightened 
awareness and a sense that the uni-
versity is vulnerable to those types of 
things.”
Logan Hurst, a senior chemis-
try major, said the research group 
he joined was affected by the loss of 
equipment, but the professors re-
sumed work as soon as they could.
“It didn’t affect them at all in 
teaching or anything,” he said. “I’m 
sure everyone in the department was 
a little threatened by it, professors 
and staff alike, but they really put 
on a brave face and went about their 
work.”
Stephanie Markham can 
be reached at 581-2812 
or samarkham@eiu.edu.
“When you talk about blue-
grass, which one do you mean? The 
one from the mountains, or from 
the country? There are different 
forms,” he said.
Students would be pleasantly 
surprised by the blend of film ex-
cerpts and musical performances, 
Lanham said.
Lanham stressed the event is free of 
charge. 
“We are doing this for the students, 
and I think they’ll enjoy it. Where 
else can you get this kind of exposure 
to different and recognizable music? 
There shouldn’t be a student alive who 
doesn’t love this,” Lanham said.
 
Bob Galuski can 
be reached at 581-2812 
or rggaluski@eiu.edu.
DOMINIC BAIMA | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Brittany Borthwich, a junior journalism major, walks past a new video info board Thursday. Borthwich said she 
thought the video boards are cool because “everyone likes something visual.”
Announcements
For rent
Help wanted
Sublessors
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BOARD GAME CLUB 
BACKGAMMON, AGGRAVATION, 
CHESS, GO & MORE. FRIDAYS 6-9 PM 
CHARLESTON COUNTY MARKET 
MEZZANINE. FOR MORE INFO: 348-
8869, jjh_1967@yahoo.com
________________________ 1/11
Earn Extra Cash Help promote our New 
Mobile app and Earn Big! 
www.iLAWealth.com 217-253-8922
__________________________1/18
Bartending!  $250/day potential.  No 
experience necessary.  Training avail-
able.  800-965-6520 ext 239.
__________________________4/29
1 sublet in 3 BR fully furnished 
apartment. 1515 9th St. Will pay Jan-
uary and February rent.  Lease 
through mid-July. Please call 217-
617-8613, 217-617-9969.
________________________ 1/11
Sublessor- Spacious 2 bedroom 2 
bath apartment. W/D on sight, 2 car 
parking, quiet. Call Emily, 618-562-
8767.  
________________________ 1/11
AVAILABLE NOW 
Duplex on corner of 11th and Cleve-
land 217-232-9595 or 
EIUStudentRentals.com
________________________ 1/14 
Sublease 1 bedroom in 5 bedroom - 
2 bath house close to campus until 
August 2013. $325/month plus utili-
ties. Call 348-6011
________________________ 1/15
CLOSE!!! Across from Buzzard. Apts for 
1 or 2. QUIET lifestyle. No pets. Avail-
able now or 2nd semester www.wood-
rentals.com. Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
345-4489. 
__________________________1/11
5 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOM HOUSE ON 
12th CLOSE TO CAMPUS, A/C, WASH-
ER/DRYER, DISHWASHER. $350/PER-
SON. TWO RENTERS NEEDED JANU-
ARY-AUGUST. (217) 276-8191. 
PILOT410@HOTMAIL.COM
__________________________1/11
LEASING FOR FALL 2013 1-5 bed-
room houses. Close to Campus. 
Great Locations Still Available. 
$275-$375 pp month. Call Tom @ 
708-772-3711. 
__________________________1/11
RENTING FOR FALL 2013. ONE TO FIVE 
BEDROOM HOMES. CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS! FOR INFO, LOCATIONS OR 
TO VIEW, PLEASE CALL TOM @ 
708-772-3711
__________________________1/11
Fall 2013 4 bedroom house 2 blocks 
from campus. 2 full baths, W/D, 
dishwasher. Call or text (217)276-7003.
__________________________1/11
Beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom penthouse 
apts. Available for next school year. 
Huge bedrooms, walk-in closets, cen-
tral A/C, fitness center, sun-deck, too 
much to list, non-smokers only 
815-600-3129 (leave message or text).
__________________________1/15
House with 5 bedroom 2 bath 2 kitch-
en available Fall 2013 - Great location! 
Corrie Rental on Facebook
__________________________1/15
3, 4, 5 and 6 bedroom houses. All have 
washer and dryer, dishwasher, and 
trash included. Rent $275-325. 
10 month lease. (217) 273-2292  
__________________________1/15
HOUSES-GREAT LOCATIONS & PRICES! 
Include washers/dryers/dishwashers, 
trash. 7, 5, 4, 3, 2 Bedrooms. 345-6967. 
__________________________1/17
Oh GIRLS THIS ONE'S FOR YOU!!! 1060 
2ND 6BD 2/BA HOUSE, TV INCL, 
FURNISHED $435P/P 345.6210 
EIPROPS.COM.
__________________________1/17
2,3,4,5,6 APT/HOUSES CLOSE TO 
LANTZ, W/D, FURNISHED, ALL INCLU-
SIVE. 345-6210 EIPROPS.COM.
__________________________1/17
3 BD/2 BA 2403 8TH, FURNISHED, 
ONLY 7 UNITS LEFT, ALL INCL $450 PP 
345-6210 EIPROPS.COM.
__________________________1/17
3 or 4 bedroom apartments half a 
block from campus.  Available now! 
Lease negotiable 345-6967
__________________________1/17
3 bedroom homes $300/person, close 
to campus. Trash & yard service includ-
ed. No pets. 217-345-5037.
__________________________1/18
6 bedroom, 2 bath home close to cam-
pus. $250.00/person. 217-345-5037.
__________________________1/18
5 bedroom, 2 bath homes. No pets. 
217-345-5037.
__________________________1/18
2,3,4,5 Bedroom Units available for Fall 
2013 Great Places, Prices, and Loca-
tions all within 3 Blocks to campus! 
217-345-6100 www.jensenrentals.com
___________________________2/1
www.eiuliving.com
__________________________1/16
1-4 bedroom homes available.  Call 
or text 345-4001 www.eiuliving.com 
__________________________1/17
Large 1 bedroom apartment with 
walk-in closet available now!  Newly re-
modeled - lease negotiable 345-6967
__________________________1/17
7 bedroom, 2 bath home close to cam-
pus. 217-345-5037.
__________________________1/18
Available January 1st. 1 BR Apts. Water 
& Trash included. Off-Street Parking. 
$390/MO. BuchananSt.com or call 
345-1266.
__________________________1/18
1021 9th Beautiful Spacious 4/5 bdrm 
2.5 bath. Great Location. Finished 
Basement. www.eiprops.com 
217-273-8818
__________________________1/18
Close to campus. 4 BR, Central Air, 
W/D. Trash Paid. 345-7244. 649-0651.
__________________________1/18
Available June 2013. Nice one bed-
room apartment. Good parking. 
Pet friendly. Call Todd (217) 840-6427.
__________________________1/18
Available January 2013. Nice one bed-
room apartment. Good parking. Pet 
friendly. Call Todd (217) 840-6427.
__________________________1/18
Available January 2013 one bed-
room apt. Great location. www.ppw-
rentals.com 217/348-8249.
__________________________1/18
VILLAGE RENTALS Affordable Stu-
dent Housing for 2013-2014 Leasing 
3 BR houses, 1 & 2 BR apartments. 
Close to Campus, Laundry Facilities, 
Pet Friendly. Call 217-345-2516 for 
sign-up specials. 
__________________________1/22
Now renting for Fall 2013.  6 bedroom 
house, 4 bedroom house and 1 bed-
room apartment.  Walking distance to 
campus.  Call 345-2467.
__________________________1/23
3, 4 and 6 Bedroom Houses Available 
for school year 2013-2014 Close to 
campus, sign a lease before January 
31 and receive $50 off last month's 
rent!! Call Cathy at 217-254-1311 or 
email dcburge@gmail.com for more 
info!!
__________________________1/23
www.ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
__________________________1/24
3 and 4 bedroom units available - very 
nice, very clean 1027 7th street. All ap-
pliances included fair price, close to 
campus 217-962-0790.
__________________________1/24
3 BR Townhouse nearly new construc-
tion. Call 630-505-8374. Must see 9th & 
Buchanan. 
__________________________1/25
For rent
4, 5 and 6 BR houses on 11th St. - all 
have W/D, dishwasher, A/C Efficient 
and affordable. EIUStudentRentals.
com 217-232-9595. 
__________________________1/25
EIUStudentRentals.com 
217-232-9595
__________________________1/28
Fall 2013 1 & 2 bedroom apartments 
available east of campus. NO PETS! 
217-345-5832 or RCRRentals.com
__________________________1/28
4 BR, 2 BA DUPLEX, 1520 9th ST, 
STOVE, FRIG, MICROWAVE, DISH-
WASHER, WASHER/DRYER, 
TRASH PD. 217-348-7746 
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________1/31
2 BR APTS 955 4th ST, STOVE, 
FRIG, MICROWAVE, DISHWASHER, 
GARAGE, WATER & TRASH PD. 
217-348-7746
 WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________1/31
AVAILABLE NOW: 1 BR APTS. QUIET 
LOCATIONS STOVE, FRIG, MICRO-
WAVE, DISHWASHER, WASHER/
DRYER, TRASH PD. 217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________1/31
2 BR APTS 2001 S 12th & 1305 18TH 
ST STOVE, FRIG, MICROWAVE, 
TRASH PD. 217-348-7746 
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________1/31
DELUXE 1 BR APTS 117 W POLK & 
905 A ST, 1306& 1308 ARTHUR AVE, 
STOVE, FRIG, MICROWAVE, DISH-
WASHER, WASHER/DRYER, 
TRASH PD. 217-348-7746 
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________1/31
AVAILABLE NOW: NEWLY REMOD-
ELED 2 BR APTS, STOVE, FRIG, 
MICROWAVE, 2001 S 12th ST, 
TRASH PD. 217-348-7746 
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________1/31
5 Bedroom House Available Fall 
2013 at 1434 9th St. Great Location! 
Schedule your showing today! www.
unique-properties.net 345-5022
__________________________1/31
Newly remodeled 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 
across from Rec Dept., at 111 Grant. In-
cludes cable, internet, trash, and park-
ing. $430. Call 217-345-3353, grant-
viewapts.com. $100 sign-on bonus or 
$100 referral bonus for referring a 
signed renter. 
__________________________1/31
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor, 
over 20 years experience. 345-4489. 
www.woodrentals.com
__________________________1/31
VERY NICE 4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
12TH STREET CAMPUS SIDE. AWESOME 
LOCATION. LARGER BEDROOMS, A/C, 
WASHER/DRYER, DISHWASHER, LAWN 
SERVICE INCLUDED. (217) 549-9348.
__________________________1/31
2151 11th St.: 3 BR duplex, 1 1/2 bath, 
spacious backyard. Rent includes fully 
furnished unit with trash, parking, 
cable, and internet. 217-345-3353.
__________________________1/31
2151 11th St.: 4 BR duplex, 2 1/2 bath, 
spacious backyard. Rent includes fully 
furnished unit with trash, parking, 
cable, and internet. 217-345-3353.
__________________________1/31
www.EIUStudentRentals.com
__________________________1/31
(AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY) - 3 bed-
room apartment 1205 Grant. (FALL 
2013) - 2,3 bedrooms 1812 9th and 
two 3 bedroom apts. 1205/1207 Grant. 
sammyrentals.com 
217-348-0673/217-549-4011. 
__________________________1/31
LEASING NOW FOR FALL 2013! GREAT 
LOCATIONS, BEAUTIFULLY REMOD-
ELED APARTMENTS. 1,2,3,4 & 5 BED-
ROOMS AVAILABLE. DON'T MISS OUT! 
RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT TODAY! 
WWW.UNIQUE-PROPERTIES.NET. 
345-5022
__________________________1/31
For rent
LARGE 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENT FOR 2013-14 SCHOOL 
YEAR JUST $175 PER STUDENT. 
CALL 345-3664.
___________________________2/1
3 & 4 BD, 2 BATH FURNISHED OR UN-
FURNISHED CLEAN, SAFE, AND WELL 
MAINTAINED! 1140 EDGAR DR. GREAT 
RATES! WWW.JBAPARTMENTS.COM 
217-345-6100
___________________________2/1
5 BEDROOM. 5 BATH NEW FURNITURE, 
3 BLKS TO CAMPUS WWW.JENSENREN-
TALS.COM 217-345-6100
___________________________2/1
BRAND NEW FURNISHED 4 BD, 3 BATH 
1609 11TH WWW.JENSENRENTALS.
COM 217-345-6100
___________________________2/1
WWW.JBAPARTMENTS.COM
___________________________2/1
4 houses close to campus 3 -2 bed-
room $300 each 1 -3 bedroom $230 
each 10 month lease call 217-549-7031
___________________________2/1
$175 PER STUDENT FOR A 3 BEDROOM 
FURNISHED APARTMENT FOR 2013-14 
SCHOOL YEAR, 10 MONTH LEASE, 
NO PETS. CALL 345-3664.
___________________________2/1
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES
 For 3-5 persons, unbeatable floor plan, 
3 & 4 bedroom, 2 1/2 baths, deck, cen-
tral air, washer, dryer, dishwasher. Free 
trash and parking, low utility bills, local 
responsive landlord. Starting @ $210/
person. Available Fall 2012, Lease 
length negotiable. 217-246-3038.
___________________________2/1
Now leasing 1, 2, 3, & 4 bedroom hous-
es. Enjoy FREE tanning beds, a fitness 
center and game room, fully furnished 
duplexes and homes with up to 1600 
sq. ft. Our residents love the full size 
washer and dryer, dishwasher, and 
queen beds that each home comes 
with. We offer roommate matching 
and a shuttle service to campus. PETS 
WELCOME! Call us today at 345-1400 
or visit our website at www.universi-
tyvillagehousing.com.
___________________________2/4
Available for 2013-2014 school year 
one, two and three bedroom apart-
ments and four bedroom houses. Fully 
furnished living room and bedrooms. 
Mix of ceramic, hardwood and lami-
nate flooring, washer/dryer. Lincoln 
Street location near family video. For 
additional information and a tour 
call 217-508-6757.
___________________________2/6
4 BR, 2 BA, W/D, large backyard, 
2 blocks from campus, 1210 Division. 
$250/person. Call Pud, 345-5555.
___________________________2/8
www.chucktownrentals.com
__________________________2/14
1, 2, 3 bedrooms close to campus 
217-345-6533
__________________________2/22
5 bedrooms, 2 full baths, 2 half baths, 
washer/dryer, $350 per month per stu-
dent - 1025 4th Street 618-670-4442
__________________________2/22
large 2 bedroom apartment all inclu-
sive fully furnished pet friendly 
call or text 217-254-8458
___________________________3/8
Close to campus 1 bedroom fully fur-
nished all inclusive pet friendly 
call or text 217-254-8458
___________________________3/8
NEW STUDIO AND 1 BEDROOM 
APTS.-Available August 2013. W/D, 
dishwasher, central heat A/C. 
www.ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
___________________________3/8
4 BD, 2 BATH NEW HOUSE 1720 12TH 
WWW.JENSENRENTALS.COM 
217-345-6100
___________________________2/1
Available August 2013-ONE BLOCK 
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 6th 
STREET. 1 and 3 bedroom apt. 
www.ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
___________________________3/8
Now leasing for August 2013- 3 BED-
ROOM HOUSES ONE BLOCK NORTH 
OF OLD MAIN ON 6th STREET. 
www.ppwrentals.com 
217-348-8249.
___________________________3/8
NEW 2-BEDROOM APTS ON 9TH 
STREET ACROSS FROM BUZZARD 
available Aug 2013 Hurry before 
they're gone!! ppwrentals.com 
217-348-8249
___________________________3/8
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT $270 EACH - 
WATER AND TRASH INCLUDED.  FUR-
NISHED OR NON FURNISHED NEXT TO 
CITY PARK AT 1111 2ND STREET 
217-549-1957
__________________________3/29
4 BEDROOM HOUSE & TOWNHOUSE 
AVAILABLE WITH LARGE YARD NEXT 
TO CITY PARK $250 EACH 
217-549-1957
__________________________3/29
For rent
For rent For rent
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5 THINGS EASTERN FANS SHOULD KNOW
No. 3The Eastern women’s basketball team’s 
senior forward 
Mariah King is sixth 
in the Ohio Valley 
Conference in 
scoring.
She averages 13.9 
points per game 
and is the Panthers’ 
leading scorer. King 
tied her career-high 
this season with a 
30-point outing at 
home against Bradley. 
King also leads the 
Panthers with six 
rebounds-per-game. 
King is shooting 41.5 
percent from the field 
for this season.
No. 1
Eastern men’s 
basketball sophomore 
forward Josh Piper has 
made a 3-pointer in 15 
consecutive games. 
In five of those 15 
games, Piper has 
drained at least three 
3-pointers. 
His season high for 
3-pointers in a single 
game is five against 
Toledo. Piper ranks 
sixth in the Ohio 
Valley Conference in 
three-point shooting 
percentage with 44.8.
The Eastern women’s 
basketball team is 
shooting 71.5 percent 
from the free throw 
line – second best 
in the Ohio Valley 
Conference. 
Junior guard Jordyne 
Crunk leads the OVC 
with an 86.1 free throw 
percentage senior 
guard Ta’Kenya Nixon 
and senior forward 
Mariah King follow 
as they shoot 78.8 
and 77.6 percent, 
respectively.  All three 
rank inside the OVC’s 
top 10.
Junior forward 
Sherman Blanford 
of the men’s Eastern 
basketball team leads 
the Panthers with 8.5 
field goal attempts 
per game. 
Of those attempts he 
makes an average of 
3.7 baskets a game 
– making an average 
of 43.5 percent of 
his shots. Blanford is 
second on the team 
with 9.3 points per 
game. He also leads 
the Eastern with 5.3 
rebounds per game.
No. 2 No. 4
No. 5
Senior guard 
Ta’Kenya Nixon 
of the Eastern 
women’s basketball 
is 257 points away 
from breaking the 
program’s all-time 
scoring record. 
With only 14 games 
remaining ion the 
Panthers’ schedule, 
Nixon would have to 
average 18.3 points 
per game to close out 
her senior campaign. 
Nixon averages 12.9 
points per game this 
season – the lowest 
in her four years as a 
Panther.
By Dominic Renzetti
Opinions Editor
The Eastern hockey club was set 
to compete in the Chicagoland Win-
ter Classic during  the winter break, 
but much like the NHL’s own annu-
al Winter Classic, the event was can-
celed. 
As a result, the Eastern hockey 
club will be taking on Illinois State 
on the road this weekend in a two-
game series.
The club’s last outing did not go 
as planned, dropping two games to 
Missouri State in early December. 
The Panthers enter the weekend 
with an overall record of 8-7-3, tak-
ing on a tough Illinois State team.
Illinois State enters with a record 
of 17-4-1, while also being ranked 
fifth in the central region. 
Senior forward Conner Cox said 
the Redbirds would be one of the 
toughest teams on the Panthers’ 
schedule this season.
“After playing them last year, we 
know that they have returned a lot 
of the same guys that they had on 
that team, and will be undoubtedly 
one of the best teams we have played 
this season,” Cox said.
With the two schools being close 
in proximity and both teams having 
many players from the Chicagoland 
area, senior goalie Andrew Teske ex-
pects a heated matchup.
“I would consider this game a ri-
valry, our schools are close in dis-
tance, we had two heated, close 
games last season,” Teske said. “Most 
everyone on our team knows or has 
played with at least one player on 
ISU, which always makes for a lit-
tle more intense, and fun game to 
play in.”
To prepare over the long break, 
senior team captain Michael Sor-
rentino said the team played a lot of 
backyard hockey.
“A lot of pond hockey was played 
over break,” he said. “A group of 
our players met at a backyard ice 
rink and played outside for about 
five straight hours. We also had two 
strong practices the first week back, 
and are ready to take on our instate 
rivals, ISU.”
The first game will be at 8:30 
p.m., Friday at the Ice Valley Sports 
Arena in Kankakee. 
The second game will be at 6 p.m. 
Saturday at the Nelson Ice Arena in 
Springfield.
Dominic Renzetti can 
be reached at 581-2812 
or dcrenzetti@eiu.edu.
CLUB|WEEKEND GAME
Hockey rivalry to heat up on ice
“I would consider this 
game a rivalry, our 
schools are close in 
distance, we had two 
heated, close games last 
season.”
-Andrew Teske, senior goalie 
Game against ISU 
set to occur after 
initial cancellation 
with Redbirds 
BASEBALL|ALUMNI
Staff Report
Two former Eastern pitchers 
have signed professional baseball 
contracts in the 2013 offseason.
Mike Recchia (2008-10) has 
joined the Baltimore Orioles orga-
nization and Tyler Kehrer (2007-
09) has joined the Miami Marlins 
organization.
Kehrer possessed a 2-3 record on 
Inland Empire 66ers’ pitching staff 
(High A – Los Angeles Angels), 
while registering a 5.82 ERA last 
season. 
The left-handed pitcher threw 
37 strikeouts in just 38.2 innings 
pitched. 
He finished the year with the 
New Orleans Zephyrs (Triple A – 
Miami Marlins).
Kerher joins a new team after be-
ing drafted by the Angels in 2009 
of the Comp A round as a 48th 
overall selection.
Recchia was a member of the 
Windy City ThunderBolts (inde-
pendent) last year, managing an 
11-3 record behind a 2.51 ERA as a 
starting pitcher.
Recchia received the Brian Toll-
berg Award, given to the league’s 
top pitcher. 
He set league records in with 
177 strikeouts for the season and 
five shutouts. 
Former pitchers sign
pro contracts for ’13
Look!
you should consider 
running an ad...
581-2816
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@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: Morris Woods had a career high of 25 points for #EIU. Jud Dillard had a game high  of 34 points for #TTU.
By Alex McNamee
Staff Reporter
Eastern women’s basketball coach Lee Bu-
chanan woke up Thursday morning thinking, 
out of habit, he would have to board a bus to 
take an 11-hour trip to Jacksonville State.
The coach, who has grown used to traveling 
with the team after playing the last seven games 
on the road, quickly realized his mind tricked 
him — the Panthers play Jacksonville State at 
home.
Moreover, that Jacksonville State was the 
team having to make the 11-hour trek from Al-
abama to Illinois, which might give Eastern an 
advantage.
But Buchanan is not so much focusing on 
the things that might give his team an advan-
tage than the things that make him worry about 
the Gamecocks, who haven’t won a game all 
season.
“It’s not always a good thing for us,” Bu-
chanan said of facing a winless team. “I feel 
like sometimes teams can throw caution to the 
wind. They start kind of experimenting and try-
ing things.”
Buchanan said his team cannot have that 
mindset against Jacksonville State and that his 
team needs to follow the game plan — whereas 
the Panthers did not in their last game, against 
Eastern Kentucky.
Plus, Eastern hasn’t played in Lantz Arena 
since Dec. 7, which might as well make Satur-
day’s game a road game.
“When we’re going into somebody’s (home 
court) to play, you look at have they been at 
home for two or three games in a row and got-
ten used to the rims and the lights or is this 
their first game back.”
Eastern is on its first game back, but Buchan-
an said he thinks his veteran team will overcome 
a little unfamiliarity with the arena.
He also expects his players to follow the game 
plan for Saturday or else risk losing, which is 
something the Panthers can’t afford to do.
“You can’t trip up against teams you’re sup-
posed to beat,” Buchanan said.
On paper, Buchanan said Saturday’s game 
looks like one to just “get out of the way” to 
get to Monday’s game against Tennessee Tech, 
which could have bigger implications in confer-
ence play.
“It’s important for us to focus on the Jack-
sonville State game and take care of business,” 
Buchanan said.
The head coach said Jacksonville State is an 
athletic team with some big post players, who 
could cause the Panthers trouble.
Briana Morrow and Miranda Cantrell lead 
the Gamecocks in scoring, though neither aver-
ages more than 10 points per game.
“If they pound the ball inside and we can’t 
keep it out of there and we get into a race horse 
game and can’t hit shots, it’s a 50/50 game and 
you don’t want to be in those,” Buchanan said.
But Buchanan has confidence in his veteran 
club; at the very least, he will be happy to be 
home when the game tips off at 4 p.m. Saturday 
in Lantz Arena.
Alex McNamee can be reached 
at 581-2812 or admcnamee@eiu.edu.
Panthers, Buchanan prepare for Gamecocks face off
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL|AWAY GAME
MIRANDA PLOSS | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Junior forward Sherman Blanford attempts to strip Tennessee Tech junior forward Dennis Ogbe of the ball during the Eastern men's basketball game Thursday in Lantz Area. The Panthers 
lost 77-73.
MEN’S BASKETBALL|GAME
By Anthony Catezone
Sports Editor
The Eastern men’s basketball team had its 
highest scoring output of the season in 73 
points. 
A score that would put them over all but 
three opponents the Panthers have faced this 
season.
But, no other team that Eastern faced this 
season has Jud Dillard on its roster.
Dillard led Tennessee Tech’s offensive on-
slaught with his game-high 34 points, on the 
way to a 77-73 Golden Eagle victory.
Heading into the game, freshman guard 
Alex Austin said Dillard was not Michael Jor-
dan. 
Therefore, the Panthers would not have any 
special game plan for the NBA prospect.
It is safe to say he was not Michael Jordan, 
but he was a one of a kind player.
Tennessee Tech had possession with just 
35.5 seconds left in regulation. Point guard 
Jeremia Samarrippas ran the clock down to un-
der 10 seconds when he drove inside a kicked 
it out to Dillard.
Dillard drained the mid-range jumper from 
the free throw line to put Tennessee Tech up 
75-73, its second lead of the game, with only 
2.1 seconds remaining.
“I knew had to make it,” Dillard said. 
“When I got the ball, and I saw I wasn’t be-
ing double-teamed, I knew I could rise over 
the defender and make the shot. So I did, and 
I made it.”
That defender was senior guard Morris 
Woods who was assigned Dillard for majori-
ty of the contest.
“I was heartbroken, obviously,” Woods said. 
“I put a hand in his face, but he just made a 
tough shot.”
Woods was Eastern’s answer for Dillard – 
at least offensively. The senior guard led the 
Panther charge with 25 points and seven re-
bounds, three on offense.
But, even Woods’ career-high was not 
enough to match the 34 points of the NBA 
prospect. 
Dillard’s hot hand sank 12-of-18 shots from 
the floor, including 3-of-6 from 3-point range 
and 7-of-10 from the free throw line.
It is not like Eastern did not see this one 
coming. After all, Eastern has been subject to 
a few shots that were a dagger-in-the-heart to 
the Panthers this season.
There were even a few daggers by Dillard 
Thursday night alone.
After junior forward Sherman Blanford 
made 1-of-2 free throws to put the Panthers 
up 71-70 with 1:10 remaining, Dillard was left 
wide open as if the corner 3-pointer was sim-
ply begging for him to take it.
Again, he took the shot – and he made it. 
The Golden Eagles had their first lead of the 
game 73-71.
At this point, there were still 52 seconds for 
Eastern to salvage its first conference win by 
sending the game into overtime.
The Panthers thought they may have done 
so when Blanford had an inside pass to soph-
omore forward Josh Piper who dropped in the 
layup to tie the game at 73 with 35.5 seconds 
left.
“That was a good cut by Piper,” Blanford 
said. “I had the high post, looked the opposite 
way and when I turned around he was driving 
so I had to hit him.”
But it was a sharp-shooting Dillard who 
quickly shot down Eastern’s hopes hopes.
This is the same 6-foot, 5-inch guard that 
was held to just two points off free throws un-
til the midway point of the first half.
“I started out sluggish,” Dillard said. “East-
ern was shooting it pretty good. They start-
ed to pull away from us, so I started to seek 
opportunities out a little bit more than I had 
been.”
Eastern as a team opened up the game with 
an offense it does not usually bring in the first 
half. The Panthers broke out to an 18-6 lead 
seven minutes into play.
The intensity continued until they were up 
35-20 with 6:30 in the first half. Then, Tennes-
see Tech went on a 20-9 run, as a 15-point def-
icit dwindled down to just four points, large in 
part by the Golden Eagles perimeter shooting.
“The (3-pointers) in the first half, we were 
trying to slow them down with press and when 
we got back we had miscommunication on 
some of them,” head coach jay Spoonhour 
said. “The rest of them were on penetration by 
(Samarrippas). I compliment him there.”
Samarrippas had a game-high eight assists.
Tennessee Tech made 54.5 percent of its 
3-point shots (12-of-22). The Golden Eagles 
shot 52.1 percent from the field, while Eastern 
shot 55.3 percent. The Panthers only managed 
to make 3-of-8 3-point attempts.
The unique high-powered offense Eastern 
used to put up 44 points in the first half was 
quickly halted by Tennessee Tech in the second 
half, as the Panthers scored 29 points.
“It is a testament to our resiliency,” Dillard 
said. “We came out in the second half and we 
knew they got away from us offensively in the 
first half. Our goal in the second half was to 
shut them down as best as we could.”
The Golden Eagles improve to 7-9 on the 
year and managed to pick up their first con-
ference win, they now sit at 1-3 in Ohio Valley 
Conference play.
Meanwhile, the Panthers have lost 10 
straight. They fall to 3-14 overall and 0-4 in 
the OVC. Eastern must have a short memory, 
as it will host Jacksonville State at 6 p.m. Sat-
urday in Lantz Arena.
“We are pretty hungry for a win,” Woods 
said. “We are going to get one Saturday, when 
we will come back even hungrier.”
Anthony Catezone can be reached 
at 581-2812 or ajcatezone@eiu.edu.
Dillard’s offense crushes Eastern’s hopes
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fitness requires more 
than exercise 
page 2 
By Jaime Lopez 
Verge Editor
Every year students make resolutions that they ei-ther follow through with or abandon, some almost as soon as they make them, but facilities and ser-
vices on campus can provide students with the means to 
fulfill those goals. 
From the Student Success Center to the Student Recre-
ation Center, students can receive personalized  advice that 
fits their needs and can help them achieve their goals.
Students looking to eat healthy can visit the Health Ed-
ucation Research Center, where Rachael Jannusch, the nu-
trition education coordinator, sits one-on-one with visitors 
to develop goals that help them achieve what they envision. 
Jannusch said people looking to change their eating hab-
its need to seek out the guidance of professionals who have 
a background in dietetics. 
When it comes to diets and altering them, Jannusch said 
the public is generally uninformed about dieting .
“There is a lot of misinformation out there about eating 
habits. A lot of people don’t eat enough fruits and vegeta-
bles,” Jannusch said.  “We try to increase their knowledge 
about dietary habits.” 
Jannusch also explained that  staying fit over a long 
course of time requires patience, because “it is a slow and 
steady process.”
While some students are bent on obtaining a better phy-
sique, others make a New Year’s resolution to earn better 
grades. 
The Student Success Center meets with students individ-
ually to pinpoint what is affecting their success in school. 
Merry Lucas, a graduate assistant at the center, said aca-
demic consulting can  help students  assess problems out-
side of the classroom that affect schoolwork. 
Through consultation, Lucas explained, students develop 
plans that will help them budget their time better, as well as 
promote study habits that will help them further down the 
road with their goals. 
Lucas said there really is no specific reason for why some-
one does poorly or well in school because their performance 
is a result of their own individual experiences. 
Organization, like good study habits,  plays a big part in 
the quality of work a student produces.
“If responsibilities are prioritized, it is much more likely 
that additional time and energy are able to be spent on the 
task and higher work will be produced,” Lucas said. 
Anyone who has a problem in school, Lucas said, needs 
to develop some kind of plan that will benefit their perfor-
mance because that can keep students from slipping into 
old habits. 
She also explained that students should also seek support 
and people with similar goals, and then they will be held 
accountable for mistakes or slacking.   
Similar to the Student Success Center, The Writing Cen-
ter in Coleman Hall has writing consultants who assist stu-
dents with the mountains of essays assigned during the 
course of the semester. 
Tim Taylor, the director of The Writing Center, said the 
writing consultants brainstorm with students to find ways 
to transpose their ideas onto paper.
He said students and professors walk in to see how 
they can improve their writing.
Taylor said consultants converse with students 
about what they envision their paper will be like and 
find ways to map out their ideas.  
Taylor recommended that students start as ear-
ly as possible on essays  because "that lie that 
people tell themselves  of  ‘I work best under 
pressure’  is a lie.” 
All three agreed that whether or not a stu-
dent uses these facilities for help, that or-
ganization is paramount when looking to 
achieve their goals. 
Jannusch said that organization is 
necessary, especially in the first few 
days of school.
“Don’t overwhelm yourself, 
because you’re setting yourself 
up for failure,” Jannusch said. 
Jaime Lopez can be 
reached at 581-2812 
or jlopez2@eiu.edu. 
Same school,
Campus aids in fulfilling New Year's resolutions
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Dexter Carpenter, a senior politi-
cal science major, said he made a 
resolution to finish his homework 
before the weekend and to read 
more. He said last year he made a 
resolution to start doing graphic 
design and designed three sites.
Jeffery Robillard, a freshman 
pre-nursing major, said he made 
a resolution to be more fit, build 
more muscle and be mentally 
awake. He said last year he made a 
resolution to lose weight, and he 
lost 80 pounds.
Danielle Zito, a junior music 
major, said she made a New Year's 
resolution to be healthier and 
not procrastinate, and made no 
resolution last year.
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Evie Bellendir, a sophomore 
elementry education major, said 
she did not make New Year's reso-
lutions this year, but resolved last 
year to succeed academically.
Top New Year's resolutions:
45% 
47% of resolutions 
are related to self-
improvement or educa-
tion.
39% of people in 
their twenties achieve 
their resolutions
75% of resolutions 
are maintained through 
the first week  of the 
year.
46% of resolutions 
are maintained past six 
months
        --Statistics from University of Scranton, Journal of Clinical Psychology
1Lose weight 2 3Get organized Spend less, save more
MARCUS SMITH | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Stephen Davis, a freshman marketing major, adds weight to a barbell Wednesday in the Student Recreation 
Center.
Students share hopes for 2013 
Corner of 7th and Monroe
Friday: $2 bottles Miller/Bud/Coors Lt/ect.
$3 Jager or Captain
Saturday:
$3 “You Call It” Liquors and Premium Beers
Sunday:    NFL Playoffs
$1.25 Coors Lt. Pints   $1.75 Rail
Bands 9 pm: Digeometric
10 pm : Fresh Hops
$2 PBR 16oz. Cans
$2.75 Soco $4.25 Jager Bombs
By Jaime Lopez 
Verge Editor
The No. 1 resolution made by 
Americans is to lose weight and gain 
a healthy physique, according to a 
study by the University of Scranton’s 
journal of clinical psychology, which 
published a study on New Year’s reso-
lutions and their success rate in 2012. 
Exercise and nutrition work hand 
in hand in determining a person’s 
health status.  
Rachael Jannusch, the nutrition 
education coordinator at the Health 
Education and Research Center, said 
it takes time for a diet to kick in, and 
students are deterred from working 
out and eating healthy when they 
don’t see immediate results. 
“I think a lot of people expect 
to see dramatic changes, but to be 
healthy and to really maintain that 
program, that weight loss that you 
want to see over six weeks, a month, a 
year, you need to know that it’s a slow 
and steady process,” Jannusch said. 
 When opting to eat healthy and 
adjusting a diet, Jannusch said peo-
ple need to follow a diet that is lenient 
and leaves room for all kinds of foods. 
“Once you cut something out, you 
begin to crave it,” Jannusch said. 
Emily Dupuis, an intern at the 
HERC's nutrition center and a fitness 
instructor at the student recreation 
center, said throngs of people flood 
into the gym in the first few weeks. 
Dupuis teaches a Zumba class that 
has been packed during the first week 
of the second semester in the past.
“We get so excited over the 
amount of people that come in dur-
ing the first few weeks, and then the 
amount of people coming in lessens,” 
Dupuis said.  
Though she never recommends 
any advice to people working out 
at the center, Dupuis said she be-
lieves people who hardly workout are 
turned off about exercising when they 
have no clue where to begin. 
“A lot of people feel really intim-
idated going to a public gym. They 
don’t know what equipment to use, 
they don’t know where to start,” Du-
puis said. 
Sometimes the goal to lose weight 
drives people to over work themselves 
and their exhaustion causes them to 
burnout and abandon their new year’s 
resolutions. 
Dupuis said students can some-
times be discouraged from working 
out when they compare themselves 
to others who workout more often 
and have built a tolerance for intense 
workouts. 
“Students get down on them-
selves if they can only work out for 
10 minutes, but they need to real-
ize they can’t compare themselves 
to other people,” Dupuis said. “If 
you’re doing 10 minutes a day at 
least you’re doing something. 
People looking to be fit should 
lose their fears and not be afraid to 
ask for help, especially if they are 
not accustomed to exercise, Dupi-
us said.  
Dupuis said that it is okay to 
snack and eat unhealthy foods in 
moderation. 
“It’s okay to have a cookie, don’t 
kick yourself over it,” Dupuis said. 
“People can be hard on themselves 
sometimes about eating.” 
When it comes to working out, 
Dupuis explained that everyone is at 
a different level. 
While the food people take in af-
fects weight, Jannusch said drinking 
excessively can cause it to fluctuate 
drastically. 
“People aren’t always aware that 
alcohol is a toxin,” Jannusch said. 
She explained that drinking in 
copious amounts hinders a person’s 
metabolism, while at the same time 
leads to overeating.
“There’s a lot of calories in al-
cohol, which I know a lot of peo-
ple don’t realize either, so if you go 
out and you’re drinking a lot, you’re 
consuming a lot more calories, and 
that can lead to overeating or eating 
when you’re not supposed to be eat-
ing.” 
Even a few extra calories a day 
can lead to weight gain, she said, 
and added that an extra 100 calories 
is the equivalent to a shot. 
Dupuis also explained that drink-
ing can impact more than one 
thing. 
“If you drink every night, you’re 
not concentrated or focused or mo-
tivated,” Dupuis said. 
Jannusch said that in the past 
students have come to her with lim-
ited knowledge about nutrition —
sometimes after already starting a 
diet that they discovered in a mag-
azine or someone else had recom-
mended. 
 “A lot of people claim to know a 
lot about nutrition, but it’s not nec-
essarily good or healthy,” Jannusch 
said. “A nutritionist would be more 
qualified to help develop a diet or 
give health advice.” 
Obtaining results from working 
out also depends on the type of ex-
ercises people are doing. 
Tyler Hsieh, a nutrition intern at 
the HERC, added that motivation 
is key to achieving fitness goals.
Jordan Rozycki, a graduate assis-
tant who works in the Assessment, 
Testing, and Prescription Lab, said 
the lab he works in performs a 
number of detailed exams on people 
interested in knowing where they 
are physically.
“The exams can test flexibility, 
muscular endurance body composi-
tion and other factors that contrib-
ute to endurance and fitness,” Ro-
zycki said. 
Rozycki said their tests provide 
students with a baseline that allows 
them to see how fit they are. 
“The tests can be a starting point 
for people who want to be healthy,” 
Rozycki said.
Jaime Lopez can 
be reached at 581-2812 
or jlopez2@eiu.edu.
Fitness requires more than exercise
of Americans usually make New Year's 
resolutions
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Now, if ever, film studios hardly 
produce musicals. Who knows why? 
Is there some unwritten rule that says 
it’s uncool to make one?  I guess, may-
be, studio executives find it too risky 
to pour money into them. 
They’re either a huge success — 
"Moulin Rouge," "Chicago" — or fail 
to strike a chord with audiences and 
critics (think Nine with Daniel Day-
Lewis, Penelope Cruz, Fergie and a 
bunch of other a list actors — bleh). 
So in the months leading up to the 
release of Les Misérables and even in 
its first few minutes, I worried that 
the film would do no justice to the ac-
claimed musical, and be a waste of $16 
at the movie theater.  
However, upon watching Hugh 
Jackman take on the character of Jean 
Valjean, the protagonist who has final-
ly earned his freedom after being im-
prisoned for 19 years, all my fears were 
quelled and I watched intently.  
Jackman, who looks as if life had 
beaten him mercilessly, sang a heart-
wrenching tune about the pain of liv-
ing and wins the viewer over. 
Tom Hooper, who won best direc-
tor for the King's Speech, captures the 
despair in Jackman’s face by shooting 
tightly and blurring the background, 
but Hooper moves the camera around 
so much that I felt a migraine coming 
on trying to follow his control over the 
scenes. 
Several scenes within the film are 
ruined by Hooper’s camera play, and 
that takes away from a film adaptation 
that was already flawed to begin with. 
There’s always a possibility that mu-
sicals on the screen won’t sit well with 
viewers, and that proved true with Les 
Misérables: in about two hours of film, 
little happens.
 Sure, there is a big battle scene and 
a huge build up for something great 
to happen in the moments leading 
up to it, but even the shooting of can-
nons and songs about revolution fail to 
change the picture’s direction.  
What really makes the film are the 
small individual performances, such 
as Anne Hathaway’s rendition of “I 
Dreamed a Dream.” 
Her character, Fatine, has fallen 
from grace.  She lost her job and is 
forced into prostitution to make a liv-
ing.
She’s truly miserable and has lost 
her will to live.  
Hathaway belts out a very emo-
tional number in which you can hear 
how unkind life has been to her as she 
struggles to gasp for air. 
That was probably the moment 
I enjoyed the most: Fatine’s tearful 
number highlights how even those 
who don’t seem important are still val-
ued and have just as much to say as the 
next person. 
 And Hooper’s camera manages to 
actually do something beautiful in this 
scene. He sets it still and settles in di-
rectly on Hathaway’s face, showing the 
pain, humiliation and exhaustion that 
have marred her appearance. 
 Acting as a hysterical duo and 
bringing in some much needed humor 
to the very grim production are Hel-
ena Bonham Carter and Sacha Baron 
Cohen. 
 The two actors playfully portray 
two con artists who shamelessly scam 
others; at least some characters are hav-
ing fun in the movie. 
 Though the movie was long and 
hardly ever climaxed, the individu-
al story lines between characters, like 
Carter’s and Cohen’s, acted as little vi-
nillettes that kept the film afloat dur-
ing two and a half hours of Hooper’s 
camera tricks and a story that moved 
nowhere.  
Fatine’s death scene, where Jean 
Valjean promises to look after her 
child, was a very intimate moment 
where Jackman and Hathaway’s cries 
of pain resonated with me more than 
any part of the film.  
With that being said, the relation-
ship between Cosette and Marius 
(Amanda Seyfried and Eddie Red-
mayne) lacked a spark. 
Both characters rushed through 
their relationship, and there is never 
a romantic moment between the two 
of them that isn’t interrupted by oth-
er characters. 
That’s probably why their conver-
sations and interactions always ap-
pear to be lackluster. 
 Despite its length, Les Misera-
bles moves quickly through pivotal 
scenes where something can actual-
ly happen.  
For example, when some of the 
characters were killed off, the story 
continued without ever properly ac-
knowledging their deaths. 
 It’s almost as if they were never in 
the film.  
But the music was wonderful, 
would you believe that the actors 
sang live? 
And at first that looks like a fac-
tor that would detract viewers, but 
the live singing enhanced the perfor-
mances. 
The emotions and struggles of the 
characters are felt with every word 
uttered, sometimes very forcibly, 
from the actors’ mouths, like Hath-
away struggling to finish a note when 
singing about Fatine’s shame or Red-
mayne pumping his chest when he 
sings of equality and revolution.
 It’s powerful stuff.  
Les Misérables has great music and 
a few touching scenes but despite all 
its star power. 
It fails to live up to the stage pro-
duction and barely hones in on the 
emotional struggles of its characters, 
leaving me to question if the film 
version was actually worthwhile.   
Jaime Lopez can be reached at 
581-2112 or jlopez2@eiu.edu. 
Les Misérables stars sing their little hearts out
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Jerry’s Pub
Drink Specials!
& Karaoke! 
1508 4th St. - (217) 345 - 2844
(At the corner of 4th and Lincoln)
FROM 9PM - CLOSE
Where’s Nyan Cat going?
To check out denads.com, of course!~
5.Here
Edward Sharpe and the 
Magnetic Zeros
 This group, 
who seems 
to embody 
t h e  6 0 s , 
psychedelic 
movement, 
followed 
the i r  s e c -
ond album without missing a beat. 
They’ve built off of their previous 
two albums and have not strayed 
from their sound, with lead sing-
er Alex Ebert churning out songs of 
love and longing. 
3. The Idler Wheel…
Fiona Apple 
Fiona Apple’s latest album might be 
the most experimental to date. 
In the album, she whines and 
cries like a banshee all while growl-
ing about her shortcomings. Accom-
panied by her piano, in an album 
that is entirely acoustic, produced 
haunting songs. Although they 
sound terrifying, 
she finds a way 
to make them 
beautiful. 
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In the last few minutes of the pi-
lot for ‘Girls,’ Lena Dunham’s char-
acter, Hannah, high on opiates, said, 
"I’m the voice of my generation. At 
least I’m a voice. Of a generation.”
Well, Dunham was right—un-
knowingly, of course—about being 
the voice of this generation, because 
‘Girls’ has received much praise from 
critics everywhere for acknowledging 
the controversial debate over abor-
tion, sex with STDs included and the 
economy’s effects on college gradu-
ates. 
There is nothing negative to be 
said about this show, but some ar-
gue it may be culturally insensitive for 
only depicting the lives of four white 
girls who live in New York, wear vin-
tage clothing and complain about 
their love lives.
It kind of sounds similar to an-
other HBO hit featuring four female 
protagonists, you know, ‘Sex and the 
City.’
It seems like both shows bare simi-
larities, but that’s only on the outside. 
Dunham’s ‘Girls’ strays from all the 
glamour surrounding New York City, 
escaping into the boroughs of Brook-
lyn where an ensemble of women 
deal with failure upon failure with-
out ever seeing anything good come 
of their hopeless situations.
And maybe that’s why “Girls” is so 
good—nothing is ever glamorized or 
treated lightly. There is no simple so-
lution at the end of each episode.
Dunham creates complicated char-
acters that are so fully aware of their 
problems and insecurities regarding 
themselves, friendship and men.
It’s almost a little disgusting, but 
very entertaining.
Hannah’s boyfriend, for example 
— if you can call him that — only 
uses her for sex, and when it looks as 
if he actually cares for her, he stops 
calling her for weeks at a time or 
makes fun of her weight. 
Hannah is fully aware of his feel-
ings, but she keeps coming back to 
him. Maybe she feels her turbulent 
relationship will be the only way she’ll 
experience love.
And Hannah’s friends, who ap-
pear to have slightly better lives, see 
no end to their troubles.
Marnie (Allison Williams) an art 
gallery assistant and Hannah’s best 
friend, pushes away other charac-
ters with her strict demeanor. She has 
some control issues and feels like she 
has to mother everyone else in her 
life. 
Shoshanna (Zosia Mamet), a shel-
tered college student living vicarious-
ly through  “Sex and the City” (leave 
it to Dunham to write in a charac-
ter obsessed with the show), raunchy 
novels and her friends, frets over be-
ing a virgin and lack of experience. 
Shoshanna’s bohemian cousin Jessa 
(Jemima Kirke) seems untroubled by 
her problems.
But that is her problem — she’s a 
tease who taunts people without un-
derstanding why they react emotion-
ally when she plays them. 
She believes she’s a victim of her 
own beauty.
One would think the characters 
would do something to spare them-
selves from all the heartache and 
hopelessness.
Yet they never try changing them-
selves, falling back into the same place 
they were at before, which may have 
been nowhere to begin with. 
‘Girls’ is filled with clever story-
lines and well-developed characters 
(maybe ‘undeveloped’ would better 
describe them). This show is bold in 
its depictions of the main characters 
because it fearlessly shows off their 
imperfections and uses them as build-
ing materials for each episode.
 Unlike most of the female leads 
on television, Dunham is not an ep-
ithet for female beauty.
Yet she’s naked in almost every ep-
isode, showing off her curves like it’s 
nobody’s business as if she were a Vic-
toria’s Secret model.
Hopefully networks will catch on 
to this and change their perception of 
female beauty.
Produced by Judd Apatow and 
Dunham, who landed the deal with 
HBO at the age of 25, “Girls” is a 
gem among a myriad of tired, rou-
tine-ridden programs, like the whim-
sical “New Girl,” slightly funny 
“Whitney,” and the drawn-out Amer-
ican version of “The Office.” 
It’s a breath of fresh air, and we 
want more, Ms. Dunham.
The second season of Girls pre-
mieres at 9 p.m. on Jan. 13.
Jaime Lopez can be reached 
at 581-2812 or jlopez2@eiu.edu. 
Voice of our generation is back: Fearless writer Lena Dunham returns to HBO
'Girls' airs 9 p.m., Jan. 13 on HBO. Dunham's show earned a Golden Globe nomination for best television series 
-comedy or musical.
5. Argo
Is it too early to call Ben Affleck the 
next Martin Scorsese?
The young director has produced 
one of the most suspenseful action 
films of the year where he plays the 
protagonist (CIA Agent Mendez) and 
embarks on a secret mission to extract a 
group of six Americans out of Iran dur-
ing the Iranian Revolution. The film 
fills viewers with fears, as the plan feels 
like it is about to rip at the seams.
Year in review: the best music, movies in 2012
1.Wrecking Ball 
Bruce Springsteen
 To say that Bruce Springsteen is 
still relevant to his time is an under-
statement.
But Wrecking Ball is one of his 
experimental albums to date, it 
shows his ability to adapt to new 
trends and styles. He meshes to-
gether his classic street jazz sound 
with mariachi horns and finds room 
to squeeze in some electronic notes 
across his songs. The album is also 
groundbreaking in that it’s the only 
album to actually tackle the econ-
omy directly. His songs are made 
for the 99 percent, and he has no 
problem attacking corporations and 
CEOs. 
4. Boys and Girls 
The Alabama Shakes 
This band’s front woman, Brittany 
Howard, belts out some heavy lines 
filled with soul. She sings about try-
ing to cope with tumultuous ro-
mances and the pains that come 
with being an underdog and trying 
to break into the music industry.  
1. Amour
This French import presents the 
audience with a relationship coming 
to an end, or the beginning of the 
end. Michael Haneke plays a fee-
ble old man taking care of his wife 
(Emanuelle Riva) as she slowly de-
teriorates.  As Haneke cares for his 
wife, and the strength of their rela-
tionship is tested to its limits. 
3. Beasts of the 
Southern Wild
There are times when directors 
produce something completely off 
the market than what is usually fed 
to public, and that’s the best way 
to describe “Beasts of the Southern 
Wild”: something completely new. 
 It’s a film that merges reality and 
fairytales to the point where they co-
exist simultaneously, and in the mid-
dle is Hushpuppy, a small girl with 
wisdom beyond her years, trying to 
navigate in a bayou (her home), as 
her natural world home around her 
is slowly being eaten up by the ele-
ments.   
4. Silver Linings
 Playbook
Starring Jennifer Lawrence and 
Bradley Cooper, This movie depicts 
love at its very inception through a so-
cially award couple working past the 
hardships in their lives.
Cooper’s father in the movie is Rob-
ert De Niro, as a superstitious man in 
love with football. It’s a touching film 
with tame humor. The entire ensemble, 
especially Robert De Niro, is hysterical. 
Top 5 albums of 2012   
Top 5 films of 2012
2. Channel Orange
Frank Ocean 
Very few rappers can claim to be as in-
novative and deep as him. In Channel 
Orange he delves into the most private 
parts of life and creates deep, compli-
cated songs dealing with his relation-
ship with his stripper girlfriend (“Pyr-
amids”), his crush on a guy (“Bad Re-
ligion”).  We’re watching a new voice 
present us with themes we don’t nor-
mally here about in music. 
2. Life of Pi
While it seems like a simple tale 
of survival, “Life of Pi” used its sim-
ple setting – a boat in the middle of 
a vast ocean – and manages to cre-
ate a highly imaginative picture 
filled with beautiful, majestic scenes 
of whales, stars and the ocean. Ang 
Lee’s attempt to bring the book to 
life is an excellent adaptation that 
breaks through its limiting frame-
work. 
